The problem whether a compact space cleavable over the class of pseudo-radial spaces is itself pseudo-radial is considered and a consistent positive solution is given. It is also shown (in ZFC) that a compact space which is cleavable over the class of R-monolithic spaces is R-monolithic.
Theorem 1. Let 9 be a class of spaces, X a countably compact regular space and f : X + Y a perfect mapping having w-scattered fibers. Zf X is cleavable over 9 and the product of Y with any member of 9 is pseudo-radial then X is pseudo-radial.
Proof. Fix a nonclosed subset A of X and choose a space Y' 69 and a continuous mapping g : X + Y' satisfying g-'(g(A)) =A. Denote by h : X -+ Y X Y' the diagonal mapping of f and g. Since h is a perfect mapping it follows that the set Z = h(X) is closed in Y X Y' and therefore it is pseudo-radial. The fact that
h-'(h(A))
= A implies that the set h(A) is not closed in Z and thus there exists a sequence {z,: LY E K} c/z (A) which converges to a point 2 E h(A) \/z(A). Clearly K can be assumed regular. For every (Y E K pick a point x, E h-I(,?,) and denote by B the sequence (x,: (Y E K) CA. S' -mce z E/Z(B), it follows that the set h-'(z) n B is not empty. Observe also that the set h-'(z) nB, being a subset of f-'(ri(z)) (here ri : Z + Y is the canonical projection) is w-scattered. We distinguish now two cases.
Case 1: K = w. The set (t) U h(B) is compact and therefore C = h-1((z) U h(B)) is compact as well. Select a point x E h -'(z> n B which has countable character in h-'(z) f' B. Since B is countable, we see that x is a G,-point in C. As Proof. By the well-known formula w(X) < 2 d(X), the weight of X does not exceed c and hence the topology of X has cardinality at most 2'. Let 9 be the family of all subsets of X having cardinality 2'. If 9= fl then put S =X. If 9# fl then choose an onto mapping 4 : 2' + 9 and proceed as in the classical construction of a Bernstein's subset of the reals. That is for any (Y E 2' select distinct points x,,
Y, E &r>\lxp, Yp: P E a). Finally put S = lx,: cy E 2'1. 0
Assuming CH and applying the Cech-Pospisil's Theorem, we see also that the set S in the above lemma has the property that every compact set contained either in S or in X\S is w-scattered.
Lemma 3 (see [S, Corollary 8.71).
Zf X is a Hausdorff space and c G 1 X I G c, for some A < c then there exists a set S c X such that every compact set contained either in S or in X\S is scattered.
Observe that, by the Cech-Pospisil's Theorem, the above assertion trivially holdswhen IX(<c.
Lemma 4 (see [lo]). (a)
If c G w2 then every compact sequentially compact space is pseudo-radial. In particular the product of countably many compact pseudo-radial spaces is pseudo-radial.
(b) If MA(a-centered) holds then every compact sequentially compact space of countable tightness is pseudo-radial.
Theorem 5.
If either CH or c = o2 and 2' < w,, holds then a compact space X which is cleanable ocler the class of pseudo-radial spaces is itself pseudo-radial.
Proof. According
to Lemma 4(a), it is enough to show that X is sequentially compact. This will be achieved by checking that each closed separable subspace of X is pseudo-radial.
Hence we are reduced to the case that X itself is separable. By the well-known inequality 1 X / < 224'y1, we have I X I f 2' and therefore, by applying either Lemma 2 or Lemma 3, there exists a set S CX such that every compact set which is contained either in S or in X\S is w-scattered. Now choose a compact pseudo-radial space Y and a continuous mapping f : X + Y satisfying f-'(f(S)> = S. The mapping f has clearly w-scattered fibres. Taking as 9 the class of pseudo-radial compact spaces and using again Lemma 4(a), we see that all the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are fulfilled and we can conclude that X is pseudo-radial. 0
As another application of Lemma 2 we have the following: Proof. By Theorem 6 X is sequentially compact and by Lemma 11 below it has countable tightness. To finish, apply Lemma 4(b).
q Now we turn to the case of R-monolithic spaces. The first two lemmas below may be found somewhere in the literature, but for the reader's convenience we outline a proof of them. 
Lemma 8. If X is a pseudo-radial space then ( X I G d(X)"JX'.

Proof. Let A be a dense subset of X such that I A I G d(X). Denote by [
0
The next lemma is a version of a theorem in [9] . It was formulated assuming that every decomposition consists of compact sets. The proof, however, works replacing compact sets with closed countably compact sets. This observation will be useful in Theorem 14.
Lemma 10 If every subset of the space X is the union of K closed countably compact sets then 1 X 1 G K.
Lemma 11 (see [4l). If a space X is cleavable with respect to closed mappings over the class of spaces having tightness not exceeding K then t(X) G K.
The key point to get the second result announced at the beginning is a theorem which strengthens the countable productivity of the class of R-monolithic spaces established in [6] .
Theorem 12. Let (X,: (Y E K) be a family of R-monolithic compact spaces. If h 2 K then every < K-closed h-chain-closed subset of FI, t K X, is A-closed.
Proof. We proceed by transfinite induction. Since in [6] it was shown that the theorem holds for K G w, we take K > w and assume that the theorem is true for each cardinal below K. Obviously it is enough to verify that if A is a < K-closed non A-closed subset of I7 Ut ,X, then A is not A-chain-closed. Evidently, by replacing A with a smaller cardinal, we can assume that A is actually < A-closed. Let us choose a set B CA satisfying I B I= A and B\A # @. Denote by rP . .rI LYtK X, + n&p X, the canonical projection and select a point x E B\A. If rrP(x) E rrP(Al for each /3 E K then pick points xp EA in such a way that rP(x) = %-P(xp). It is clear that the sequence (x,: p E K) converges to x and therefore A is not A-chain-closed. Next we assume that for some p E K, TJX)
E .rrp(B)\'rrp(A).
This means that rP(A) is a non A-closed subset of rIQEPX, which moreover is < A-closed. By the inductive assumption there exists a sequence 1~:: CY E A} CA and a point xp E KI ,EPXo\rP (A) such that the sequence {rr Cxf>: a E A) converges to x0. Clearly A must be regular. Let C, = {xa. a E y q and c= lJ YehCY. Observe that rP+, (C) is a <A-closed non A-closed subset of n ryGp+,Xa. Again by the inductive assumption, there exists a sequence {xi+':
(YEK}CC and a point xB+'~lIuEB+,Xa such that {rrp+i(~ifl): SEA} converges to xa+'. Furthermore, the sequence lx:+': (Y E A} can be chosen in such a way that xt+' @ C, for every y E A and consequently x$+' E xi: y E (Y E A]. It is easy to see that the sequence {~Jx~+~): (Y E A) must converge to xp and hence xp+l is an extension of xa, i.e., xp+l(,) =x6((u) for every (Y E p.
Iterating this procedure we construct sequences Ix!+": LY E A) CA in such a way that {~P+,(.x~t"): LY E A) converges to .x0+" E llUEP+,X,, XP+n+iE xt+n: yEaEA Y (*> and ~a+"+' is an extention of xp+". At the limit step p + w define xB+w = U ntw x@+" and for any (Y E A pick a point xi+(" E -CA.
It is easy to check that the sequence {~~+,(xf+~):
LY E A) converges to xp+O. Mimicking the same pattern, we can construct for any y E K sequences {x!+~: LY E A) C&i and points xP+y E rIaEO+y X, in such a way that {~O+,,(x~+y): (Y E A) converges to xP+v and x0+' is an extention of .xP+r whenever y E 6. Furthermore we require that a condition analogous to ( * 1 holds for every successor ordinal and for y limit x,P+y is a complete accumulation point of the set {x!+': S E y). To finish put 2= UyEKXPfYEn,,, X, \A. We distinguish two cases. If A = K then put z, = xP+a for each (Y E K. We claim that the sequence {z,: LY E K) converges to z. For every 6 & y there exists cyg E A such that ~O+,(x~+") E rP+&W) whenever (Y > (Ye. As A is regular we can select 6 E A such that (Ye E G for every 6 E K. We have xf+' E W for every 6 E K and every 6 E (Y E A and therefore z, E W for every $ E (Y E A.
Again we see that the sequence {z,: LY E A) converges to z and this completes the proof.
•I
Comparing the above result with the notion of semiradial spaces we may reformulate Theorem 12 by saying that the product of K many R-monolithic compact spaces is in some sense "semiradial from K upwards".
Theorem 13. If a compact space X is cleavable over the class of R-monolithic spaces then X is R-monolithic.
Proof. Since cleavability is a hereditary property it is enough to show that if X has density A then X is pseudo-radial and a,(X) G A. Notice first that, as any continuous image of X is a compact space of density not exceeding A, it follows that X is actually cleavable over the class of R-monolithic compact spaces having density not exceeding A. These spaces have chain character and a fortiori tightness not exceeding A. Applying Lemma 11 we then conclude that t(X) G A. Now fii a nonclosed subset A of X and let K be the smallest cardinal such that A is not K-Closed. Clearly K G A. Choose a set B CA such that 1 B I= K and B\A # @. The subspace Z = B is cleavable over the class of R-monolithic spaces having density not exceeding K. By Lemma 8 every R-monolithic space of this sort has cardinality not exceeding 2" and thus Z is also cleavable over a class of T,-spaces of cardinality not exceeding 2". In other words, every subset of Z is the continuous preimage of some set of cardinality not exceeding 2" and consequently it is the union of at most 2" compact sets. By applying Lemma 10 we get 1 Z ( G 2". Next from Lemma 9 it follows that Z can be homeomorphically embedded into the product of K many R-monolithic spaces. The set Z nA is evidently < K-closed, but not K-closed. By applying Theorem 12 we see that Z T'IA is not K-chain-closed and consequently there exists in A a sequence of length not greater than A which converges to a point outside A and the proof is complete. 
